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A REVERSE VOCABULARY OF KOGI 
Michael Robert Scott 
This is a reverse vocabulary of Kogi, a langua '.;~e of 
northeastern Colo:u1bia, 3outh .America. .intries have been 
only partly phon.0micized. They are alphabetized frow 
the end of the word workin:'.: forward. Hence, saxa pre-
cedes jexa, since the letter~ precedes the letter~, 
workin~ fro,11 the end of the word forward. A vocabulary 
arran:-:ed in this way can serve at least two purposes. 
It can be used to alic;n words endiuc in the sau1e phones 
-13-
as an aid in phonemicizing. It can be used to alii~n words 
with the same $Uffix as as aid in identifyin5 suffixes. 
Conventional alphabetical order is used. The acute 
accent(') is disresarded in alphabetizing, but a vowel 
with a diacritic other than an acute accent is alphabetized 
after the same vowel without a diacritic. A modified 
for.ill of a letter follows the unmodified form of the same 
' letter with a diacritic. 'I1hus, ~' e, ~, i, \, 1, :!, and ;;j., 
are arranged in this order. 
I have departed somewhat from standard phonetic no-
tation. The acute accent ( ') represents stress. ·.rhe 
letter .J. represents the sound [h]. Followin:::; a voiceless 
stop, it represents aspiration. The letters ch represent 
the sound [c]; sh represents [s]; ~ represents [z]. The 
letter z following a nonvocoid may represent palatalization. 
The sy.iUbol [i,f] represents a se1_;,iivowel formed at the same 
point of articulation as [u]. 
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I am grateful to my informant, . :i.lfonso Nuibeta, and to 
Chadwick and Patricia Stendal of the Summer Institute of 
Lincuistics for their kind help and for use of their data. 
I am also grateful to Dr. Richard Pittman, Director of the 
Gummer Institute of Lin3Uistics at the University of North 

















bow (used with arrow) 
one who laushs 
sun, chief 
• ,"l,.. 3w1at,a 
































































·t' a1. a~wa 
. . t' qJasai a.gwa 
. b'. qJasa ai:1;v,ra 
'1r... a,::,J.-3wa 





k ., Jw:,;wa 
qjasakjugwa 






























probably a nominative case suffix 
meat 





sr,1oke; to smoke 
pulverized liille eaten with coca 
uhite 
to arrive 













. , JaIJc;oxa 
. , JaIJgoxa 
t . , Jauxa 
kjuxa 











t j e zhq \{cl 
qjasat~zh4"1~ 















































. , h ··t Jane a~:; 1, se 
, .. tashag1,tse 
zhisqola.g°Ltse 
tja.eve 































to kick someone's foot 





to make a floor 









to go down 






















k ; . GO Scila 
• 
·b' gw3a :i.. 


















to fall (of persons) 
to fall (of things) 
gift 
to be profitable, good for 
to see 
lasso 
























rr k oa 
abaxs"(l 
t , . a sain 
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